
jagged
I

[ʹdʒægıd] a
зубчатый; зазубренный; негладкий; неровно оторванный

jagged nails - обкусанные /сломанные/ ногти
jagged mountains - островерхие горы, зубчатые цепи гор

II

[ʹdʒægıd] a прост.
пьяный

Apresyan (En-Ru)

jagged
jagged BrE [ˈdʒæɡɪd] NAmE [ˈdʒæɡɪd] adjective

with rough, pointed, often sharp edges
• jagged rocks/peaks/edges

Word Origin:
[jagged ] late Middle English: from jag ‘stab, pierce or prick’.

Example Bank:
• It is a stark landscape of black, jagged peaks.
• The floor was coveredwith jagged pieces of glass from smashed bottles.
• When glass breaks, it leaves jagged edges.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

jagged
jag ged /ˈdʒæɡəd, ˈdʒæɡɪd/ BrE AmE adjective

[Date: 1400-1500; Origin: jag 'cut in the edge of a piece of cloth' (14-18 centuries), perhaps from Arabic az-zagaye 'the lance']
havinga rough or pointed edge or surface:

the broken bottle’s jagged edge
the jagged rocks of St. Saviour’s Point

—jaggedly adverb
• • •

THESAURUS
▪ sharp havinga very thin edge or point that can cut things easily: a sharp knife | The dog’s teeth were very sharp. | Be careful.
That knife’s very sharp. | You’ll need some sharp scissors. | Puppies mean to be playful, but their sharp teeth can give you a
nasty bite.
▪ jagged havingan irregular edge with a lot of sharp points: a jagged rock | The floor was coveredwith jagged pieces of glass.
▪ spiky havinga lot of thin sharp points: a spiky cactus plant | The hedgehog uses its spiky fur for protection. | Some corals are
quite smooth, others are sharp and spiky.
▪ prickly covered in a lot of small sharp points – used mainly about plants: a prickly bush | prickly leaves | The hedge was all
prickly.
▪ serrated a serrated edge on a saw or knife has a lot of sharp points on it: It’s best to use a knife with a serrated edge.
▪ razor-sharp extremely sharp: The cat had razor-sharp claws.
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